
The CSC Lindon facility is made up of 12,000 square feet of test lab prepared for open lab areas, secure labs, and 

test staging areas all network ready with Fibre and copper connectivity, and power capabilities for staging small, 

medium, or large test environment setups.

flexible solutions for
     your IT needs

SECURE LAB
CSC has 6 separate secure lab areas that are individual card coded to restrict access to only those working on secure projects.  Projects 

installed and run in the secure labs can be run in isolation, on a private network, or restricted accessed through VPN.

The Lindon lab is security monitored 24 hours a day with after hour card access into the building with 2 levels of security access into the 

main lab and 3 levels of security access in tot the secure labs. 

STAGING AREAS
A dedicated work area will be created and maintained exclusively for program testing and development support.  Each unique certification 

platform system will first be established as a ‘known’ system by reformatting the hard disk and installing the target operating system and any 

other required software. Where possible, using disk imaging technology the systems are then ‘snapshot’ and archived to be able to quickly reset 

any system back to this original clean state prior to each certification run.

OPEN LAB
The open lab area is about 8,000 square feet of lab area for setting up and hosting large systems, infrastructures, 

test equipments, and other specialized projects. 

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
With the amount of hardware/software offerings available today, the potential for both hardware and software conflicts has grown exponentially.  With this increase, a fully tested drop in solution helps mitigate the risks involved in 

updating, modifying, and replacing current production environments.  Within the enterprise solutions test lab, CSC offers a multitude of testing services including interoperability, functional, compatibility, integration, and full solutions 

testing.  CSC staff is fully trained and knowledgeable across all the major vendors of various enterprise hardware and software offerings.

CSC works with both Intel and AMD based enterprise servers under a multitude of hardware, software, and environment configurations.  The configurations consist of stand-alone rack mounted servers and fully integrated blade 

server solutions with x86, x64, and Itanium chipsets.  

As part of the enterprise solutions testing, CSC also tests the storage infrastructure supporting the enterprise solution.  CSC works with all the latest storage technologies including SAN, NAS, and iSCSI.  The enterprise solutions 

testing lab provided by CSC gives clients the assurance and peace of mind that the solution in question is readily deployable and tested for interoperability into their given production environment.

NETWORK CAPABILITIES
The Lindon Lab has networking capability throughout the 

lab for all types of network connectivity 10/100/1000 

Copper/Fiber.

WIRELESS CAPABILITIES
CSC’s wireless test lab consists of Azimuth test tools, 

many Hoffman enclosures, and 3 faraday cages for 

isolating and testing wireless devices and networking 

components.

POWER CAPABILITIES
The lab is powered with individual 120v-20AMP and/or 

240v-30AMP power drops on a 5 foot grid through out the 

open lab.  Any power configuration can be modified to 

accommodate specific needs within the facility.   

COOLING CAPABILITIES
The building is equipped with multiple 20 ton cooling units 

controlling the temperature within the open lab area and 

individual cooling units in some of the secure labs for 

additional cooling requirements.


